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KENTUCKY: Sunny and dry
with little change in temperature today. Fair not quite so
cool tonight. Saturday mostly
sunny and warmer with increasing humidity.
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PAFER FOR OVER HALF A CZNTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, July
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sian Starvation
,
i
e
Blockage in sv,t .any
Boomerangs oc ay

Girl Scout Camp
To Open Tuesday
At City Park
Opening Day
Postponed Due
To Holiday

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

L1P.

ROTARY CLUB
HEARS MOCK
BROADCAST

I

•

STATION WNBS IRed Sector Suffekring From
TO AIR AT ILack Of-Vital-SupfrIies
NITE
MURRAY PASTOR
TO OBSERVE
ANNIVERSARY

.r_ope.A t_ttity
Girl Scout camp wiU.
10:00 •Tuesday, Ally 8,
Park
Grover Wood James and Verne
for one week. Approximately 150
girls are expected to register. All Kyle presented the program at the
campers are requested tó he pre- Rotary club today at noon at
sent the first day. Tuesday, at 145 the Woman's Club House on Vine

* Russia's starvation blockade of
Berlin boomerranged today.
States and
While the United
Britian increased thbir supply to
a point where more food was
reaching the western sectors of the
German capitol than the was being
consumed there. the Russians reportedly were encountering shortSunday, July 4th. marks the be- ages of such important items as
ginning of the. fourth year of the flour and' medicine.
There were strong indication.
mintstery of the Reverend Robert
E Jarman to the congregation of that the Russian surface blockade,
the First Christian Church in Mur- which has forced supplies to be
flown in by the wettern powers,
ray.
Mr. Jarman came to Murray was about to be eased or lifted.
Internal troubles of the Russian
from a successful pastorate in
the communist bloc continued. Marshal
Cleveland, Tennessee. and
-Tito of Yugoslavia appealed direct
work of the Murray church has li
grown under his 'leadership. Dur- cr -Preeee. Josef Stalin of Russia—
ing these first',three years the the boss Communist—to clear him
church has added approximately. of conunform charges that he flirt100 new members to the congre- ed with western imperialism, But
gation, retired a small indebted- he showed no signs of refienting.
These were the developments:
ness, increased its budget by more

Shtion WNBS wentN‘bitt the air
officially last night at 3 minutes
Street Using a large strainer for
past 7:0J. Senator George E. overa microphone and an ancient phonbey, president of the Murray Broad.
backograph for the Musical
casting Co., announced that a teleground, James -went on the air"
gram had just been received from'
as radio station ROTM. The memthe FFC in Washington authorizing
bership was entertained as he
them to begin broadcasting.
Melugin.
dedicated songs to various memLONG WAY HOME—Finally reunited in Rock Island, Ill., with his master, Skip, 10-year12:00
until
WNBS stayed on
All girls attending the camp are bers of the club
old springer spaniel, takes a well-earned rest after his three years of searching, during
requested to bring the following
o'clock midnight with a program
George Bell had as his guest
cerwhich he covered an estirted 1,000 miles. Skip was left behind when the Basset family
Throughout
articles with them: a health
of musical varieties.
Bro. Cecil Page cif Hazel, Owen
tificate. nosebag lunch, bathing suit Billington had as his guest his
moved from Biloxi, Miss. tO Rock Island. NOW, lean and gaunt from his wanderings, he
the courae of the evening the entire
and cap, towel, comb, drinking business partner Charles Hugo
takes his long-cherished post on the Basset porch with Buddy Basset and his sister.
staff of the new station was introcup, notebook and pecnil. Brownies Wilson. Visiting Rotarians were
duced to the listeners.
are asked to bring a small blanket Harold •Hunter of Lexington and
Professor L. J. Hortin former
or rug for their rest period.
J. R. Riley from Paris. Ralph
professor of journalism at Murray
State College, was introduced as
The Girl Scouts will be divided Woods was welcomed back to the
one of the tireless workers who had
into four groups: Brownies, young club after an absence of three
intermediates, older intermediates months in Greece.
been instrumental in having Murand seniors. Throughout the week
ray recognkzed as the birthplace of
CHIGAGO. July 2 ,UP,---More
Mrs. Roy Farmer resigned her
the program will include 30- to 45 voluntary position of pianist for
radio. He spoke for a few minthan 30,000,000 automobiles will
minute periods in arts and crafts, the club, a position she has held
utes expressing his joy at having
-crowd the nation's highways durnature study, swimming, folk danc- for twenty years Miss Anna Ruth
the new station established here.
ing the Fourth of July weekend,
than 100 per dent assumed the full
Brlin - American -,and British
Dr. Ralph H. Woods will speak at
ing and dramatics.
The ten day Vacation Bible and 235 persona will die in traffic
During the evening more than
Billington, daughter of member
support of a .missionary overseas transportation planes shUttled rapschedchurch
auditorBaptist
Safety the Murray State College
Natiosmil
300 congratulatory telephone calls
accidents, the
Following is the complete
Guy Billington playil the piano School at the First
in Africa, purepased a parsonage idly from tlee western zones: bringclosed with the commencement ex- Council predicted today.
ule for the different gfoups:
ium at 10-00 o'clock Tuesday morn- were rceelved at the station from and made many necessary im- ing in food and other supplies... at
for the club yesterday.
Wednesday evening.
on
not include
does
ercises
That
figure
Calloway
of
Murray:
residents
•
Brownies:
provements to the physical equip- such a pace that an American
•
ing on his educational mission to
This school was conducted by Mrs_ those killei by firewoirks, drowncounty and neighboring commu10:00 to 10:15. Flag ceremony
ment of the—churcb.
spokesman said that by July 15
NOTICE
Greece for the U S. Department of nities.
principal, who was ing, and
Parker,
mishaps.
holiday
Eubert
Devotional
10:15 to 10:30,
The church' is participating with there would be food enough to
Harry E. Perryman, contact rep- assisted by forty-one other workmethree-day
During
recent
the
&etc.
the
on
be
hoer
will
WNBS
Station
11:00 to 11:30. Sw)mming
other Christian Churches through- keep the 2,500.000 persons in the
resentative. Veterans Administra- ers
The total enrollment was morial day wcekends. 212 persona
All residents of the community air each day from COO am. to
• 12:00 to 1:00. Fat and rest
western sectors_ going until Sept.
the County 7.23.
in
at
Murray
„is
the Unison Swiss sq,
tion
out
In
kIltei
accidents.
irs.traffiC
were
4
well as sthdents at the college 11119 pm
1:00 M. 4:41ii Music and dancing
_
1. Bombers may be used later
9:00 a.m. to 3:00
from
House
Wort
which
For
'Court
A
sade
Christian
died
148
and
drowned
93
addition,
re.
the
The preaching during
are invited to hear the address
200 to 245. Nature study
pm each Friday to assist veterans
includes a strengthening of thgir to drop unbreakable supplies such
vival was done by the newly elec- in miscellaneous accidents.
2:45 to 330. Crafts
Dr. Woods returned to the camand their dependents- with their
forces
at home and abroad in in as coal, The Russians made inclithe
cut,
be
toll
could
death
The
ted pastor, Dr H. C. Chiles, from
Intermediates (Younger)
was
probletns on National Service Life
effort to instill a church conscious- zect efforts to barter with the
council said, if motorists and va- pus Wednesday afternoon and
Barbourvine, Ky
Troops 3 and 4
last
Insurance, U. S Government Life
ness in the hearts of people every- western allies for flopr. penicillin,
cationers would observe the fol- entertained by the faculty
10:00 to 10;15, Flag ceremony
The attendance at the meetings
night at a "velcome home- party.
Insurance, on the job training, ed• «.
where- Thus as the cpurch launch- streptomycin and insulin, amon$
lowing rules:
Devotional
10:45.
to
10.30
members
18
new
.1
"
college and was good, and
benefits.
ucational
I. Don't speed. Be patient and
es into the fourth year of Broth,:r other things. and they were feel10:45 to 11:45, Crafts
trade school. farm training infor- were added to the church. BapCourteous in heavy traffic
Jarman's ministry it feels that it ing the pinch dt,the stoppage of
12:00 to 12:45. Eat and rest
mation, G. I. loan information, dis- tismal services were held on Wed- 2. Don't drink if you drive
shall
continue to makesstride• -for- hard coal °from the---Bul,r.
Swot'
1:30.
1:00 to
The meeting af•
ability compensation or pension, nesday evening
Belgrade—I5.000 Yu-giselavs telepermit children to have
Don't
3.
. r
ward
(UP)—
1.
July
music
WASHINGTON,
and
-Dance'
1:45 to 2.30,
a n d ' out-patient forded a splendid opportunity for
hospitalization
Stalin. urging 'him to
Attend public disgraphed
fireworks.
-Monbardancing,
in
Study
courses
Certain
Nature
4th,
July
On Sunday morning.
2:45 to 3.30,
treatment, medical and dented dis- ,the pastor and people to get accominform denounthe
reverse
plays instead
DraFriday;
developpersonality
and
tending
Wedensday,
Brother Jarman will preach on
day.,
abilities, and any other benefits to quainted with each other.
leaders c4
1. Don't overdo in exercise, eatment were dropped today from the subject. "The Law of Liberty", elation of Yugoslavia's
matics-- Tuesday and Thursday
will
his
family
and
Chiles
Dr.
under
entit/ed
which they my be
anti-Soving, or exposure to sari.
Veterans Administration train- and a cordial invitation is extend- charges of Trotskyism.
the
Intirrnsediates (Older)
of
part
latter
the
Murray
to
move
Veterans
the
laws administered by
5. Don't scum alone, know the
ietism, and too friendly approacheg
ing program.
the
of
cominunity
peoples
all
10:00 to 10:15. Flag ceremony
to
ed
month.
this
Administration.
Meanimperialism
depth of the water, wait an hoar
western
Also dropped was the disputed to unite with this congregatien in to
10:30 to 11130. Sing and dancing
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass, July -1
Yugoafter eating, and don't show off
flight trsining program unless the celebration of the pastor's third while, Communists all over
11:30 to 11:45. Devotional
in the water or in boats
--Miss Mayrell Johnson of 1111 veteran takes the training in conslavia rallied behind Tito.
11:45 to 12:30, Eat and rest
anniversary and a celebration of
London—The British foreign ofOlive Street. a member of the fac- nection with his present or con- the Fourth of July.
12:45 to 1:30, Swim •
said the Berlin situation had
fice
or
occupation
business
templated
1:45 to 2:30. Crafts
is
ulty of Murray, State College,
"worsened" to such a degree that
which
courses,
2:45 to 3.30. Nature Study ,11,IbnThe
controversialamong the 80 members of the secAmerican. Braish and French dipabday. Wednesday and Friday; Drahave been given under the GI Bill
The Democratic National Com- I that had piled up during his
ond
week (June 28 to July 3) of of Rights, were elintinated in aclomats in London would be in almatics—Tuesday and Thursday
state
mittee, with an eye on the power- sence fro mthe New York
most "continuous consultation" unSeniors
the -Mount Holyoke College Insti- cordance with new restrictions set
ful labor vote, has invited four capitol But he was looking for'
YARDS, III. July 2 (UP)—(US- til the crisis eases U S. Ambassa1000 to 10:15, Flag ceremony
down-by congress
tute on thelJnited Nations.
top-ranking union leaders to ad- ward to a vacation next week and
dor Lewis Douglas cancelled all
10:30 to 1100, Dramatics
GOP
No funds will be allowed, to pay DA) Livestock:
by
institute, sponsored
The
dress the party's Philadelphia Con- then to a series of talks with
salable 4,000; barrows but. essential engagements to de11:00 to 1200. Sing and dance
4.400;
Hogs
.
presidenbe
to
Republican
determined
courses
far
any
The
leaders.
today.
the
revealed
and
Mount Holyoke College
vention, it was
12:00 to 1:00, Eat and rest
JERUSALEM. July 2 (UPI— Carnegie Endowment for Interna- advocational or recreational effec- and gilts all weights up to 230 vote himself to the task night and
Invitations have Seen sent to tial nominee plans to go to his
truce entered
1.00 to 1:15. Devotional
ish
lbs, 75 to $1 ,higher Market spot- day. The three powers were underArab-Jew
and
The
tomorrow
farm
Y,
N
Pawling.
Murray.
tional Peace, is bringing -to this tive today. Hitherto, the governWilliam Green and Philip
today
week
1 -30 to 2:15. Swim
final
and
ted Uneven market on heavy stood to be consideling a protest—
fourth
week
its
next
of
such
courses.
for
part
has
paid
better
ment
New England campus representaPresidents of the AFL, and CIO spend the
2:30 to 3:30, Crafts
of tmid dimming hopes that 'Count tives of four foreign governments
Administration weights Few' 310 to 340 lb* 2430 WV hot -- )n ultimatum—to the
Vetehms
The
respectively; Dan Tobin, head of resting up from a steady round
Folke Bernadotte, tbe United Na- and authorities on current history said that training determined by to 25; some 400 tp 500 lbs 2250 Kremlin France was jittery about
the AFL teamsters: union, the na- post,convention conferences.
to 27, it.
Warren of tions mediator, will be able to from
Earl
Warren—Gov.
Whitney,
Palestine to China for a VA to be advocational or recrea- to 2325; 130 to 150 lbs 25
F
A
and
largest;
tion's
keep the armistice alive.
, 100 to 120 lbs 22 to 24 Sows 21 50' Bucharest— Workmen swarmed
in
matt.
"Political
courses
certain
includes
on
running
tional
Dewey's
discussions
of
California.
week's
Brotherhood
the
of.
president
around a group of" bbildings proIn a score of Jewish settlements Transformations in the East."
dancing. photography, bartending. • to 23.
said he will open his vice presidenrailroad trainmen
salable 900, all sal- tected by a high brick wall in a
and Haifa the
1,500,
Cattle
Jerusalem
between
of
Sepmixing
in
art
(the
sometime
mixology
campaigning
the
tial
Epsat
Eliahu
The experts include
Green and Tobin called
of
"constructive, reaction was the same. A former tein and Charles Malik, chiecrep- drinks), personality develipment, rble. Virtually a cow run with middle-class residential district
White House within the past week, tember. He plans a
preparing ig
apparently
recombeen
Buchrest.
receipts
has
of
per
cent
80
peace
for
about
optimism
Though
'campaign"
athleticsmobileLebanon
resentatives of Israel and
but both.were coy about wheteher active.
confidence in the placed by determination to con- in, this country:. Madame Rajan entertainment. mune, sports and I prised of this class Meager run for occupation by the cominform.
they intended to support President he expressed
to Romania
of
state
a
and
struggle
the
tinue
Novemin
Before training courses will be I of heifers and mixed butcher year- which was moving
Nehru, wife of the. Indian mainsTruman in Novegnber Tobin, dele- Dewey-Warren ticket
must net prepardedness,
Flet- apProved, the VA said, a veteran lings about steady in clean up from Yugoslavia. The cominforni
Republicans
.Thhn
States;
said
he
ber,
United
convention
the
to
ter
Democratic
jury
the
grand
to
gate
The Marshall county
Netural observers in the Holy cher-Cooke. senior adviser on Pal- mutt offer 'complete justification I trade with bulls and %teeters un-- Journal was" published in Bucharregard victcs-y as in the bag. Wartook tie action yesterday after in 1940 and 1944, refused a seat
Land believe that any proposal estine to Britain's UN delegation; that such course is in connection changed Cows barely steady, but est yesterday.
his
*tort
cut
to
forced
was
ren
Mrs.
this year
probing- into the death of
Moscow — Russia approved the
his of Bernadotte's to give the Jews and such other authorities -ii's'Owen with his present or contemplated' general market easy under buyer
The speaking invitations were eastern vacation and return to
Helen Arnold. Paducah, but refercominform denunciation of the
partitioned land— Lattimore, one-time political ad - buisness or occupation."
promised
pressure
their
his
of
Illness
the
of
because
desk
for
bid
regarded as a Democratic
red it to the next grand jury.
Tito regime The Moscow radio
with concessions—had no %leer to Chiang Kai-shek; Margaret
even
Mrs Arnold disappeared May 30 the support of labor's multi-mil- lieutenant governor
the
And
and
broadcast a report that the ComArabs,
anthropologist;
the
with
chance
noted
Mead,
Eisenhower"
aft
Eisenhower—"Dr
while on an outing at Rocky Point lion-dollar political war chest and
rovwould
munist committee met, heard a realso
was
who
predicted,
they
Lauterbach.
Jews,
Richard
open
will
they
on Kentucky Lake. Her body was It ward and precinct organizations boosters announced
port of the June meeting of the
ing Far Eastern correspondent for
headquarters in Philadelphia next refuse to compromise
'
found the next day in 30 feet of )"get out the votes."
cominform in Romania. and "apGradually, from Dan _to Beer- Life Magazine. George V. Allen
water.
Intent on repealing the Taft. Democratic leader, said a meeting
proved the results and work of the
shebia, preparations were being assistant secretary of state, will disChicago
Arvey.
M.
Jacob
conweek
its
defeating
The jury reported:
and
laW
Hartley
meeting and the resolution of the
made for the resumption of hos- cuss the United' States' foreign inEisenhower'w
D
Dwight
Gen.
of
unions
labor
of
death
supporters,
gressional
'AS to the cause of the
information bureau on the infor- •
there be- tilities. Jews charged that the formation program.
Helen Arnold. we respectfully re- are campaigning as never before supporters will be held
July 2 ,UP)—Secretary of State George C. Mar- ?nation bureau on the situation of
truce violations
Arab
of
WASHINGTON,
number
the
on
discussions
convention
and
Democratic
Speeches
the
fore
educaport we have not unearthed suf- The AFL through its new
was on the upswing Particularly campus represent only part of the shall today denied a report that Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia is seeking the Communist party in Yugoficient evidence to justify an in- tional and political league hopes to opens on July 12 Avery reportedslavia
the south, there was little hope week's program. Once a week dur- economic aid from the United States.
in
poliwith
conferring
30.000.000 votes. ly has been
dictment against anyone, but on Influence some
for a continuation of the cease- ing the month of sessions, members
The foreign report had quoted an un-named American diplomat as
the other hand, there has been ThezCIO political action committee tical leaders from coast in an effire.
of the institute travel by bus to
enough suspicion attendant to this ha* set itself a goal a getting out fort to swing state delegations besaying that Tito had "offered" to relinquish Yugoslavia's claims for
Outside Jerusalem, more Arab Lake Success headquarters of the
matter to lead us to believe that a vote of 60.000,000-12,000,000 more hind the General.
Tieste •in exchange for U. S aid.
workUN
watch
Juto
the
in
bristled
Nations,
bases
United
artillery
Virginia—A strongly-worded rethe investigation should be furthet than in 1944
But Marshall told a news conference that no such offer had been
dean hills surrounding the Holy ing sessions.
President
edennuncing
solution
continued by another grand jury."
developments;
In other political
made.
The life'-line convoy into
widely
City
from
was
members..
program
Institute
rights
civil
Truman's
Twelve persons reportedly testiadCHICAGO,. July 2 '(UP 1—ProTruman—President Truman's
Tel scattered parts of the country,
He said the State Department naturally is following Yugoslav de-. duce:
fied before the jury but their testi- vicers on capitol hill refused to readied for adoption at the Virgi- Jerusalem still continued from
and United Na- teachers, students, librarians, social velopments closely, but he declined to comment on Tito's apparent break
mony was-kept •Seeeet,
about nia Democratic convention today Aviv. But Jews
Poultry: 15 trucks, the market
e
take seriously his siptemnt
tions observers sensed a tension workers, newspapermen .are urged with the .Kremlin.
indicted a Paducah
-The jury
steady No price changes.
Mrs. Elanor Roosevelt as a posso- Under a new amendment to the
to return to their communities to
woman. Miss Edna Wall. for failing ble vice presidential candidate state election laws, the convention in the already strained truce.
, Cheese Twins 46 to 47, single
At Lata-oun Arabs demanded; promote an ever-widening intrest
to come before the group to testify They feel that even if she were can name a presidential candidate
daisies 48 1-2 to 51, SWiss 58 to
the
in
lost
problemo-of
a_camel
find
and
teams
UN
Commonwealth
work
that
case
the
in
t. in the Atnold
62
willing to run ( and she isn't). other than Mn, Truman But party
before 014 United Nations.
Attarney Holland Bryan said Miss
RHODES. July 2 (UP)—Count Folke Bernadotte. United Nations
rightS leaders doubted that the anti-Tru- Jewish-held territory
Butter: 737.380 pounds. the marher staunch support of
and
pass
25
to
June
woud allow, a convoy
Wall was subpoenaed
Members at -the end of) the first mediator, revealed today that he has invited hie Arab and Jewish,of- ket unsettled 93 Scare 80. 92 score
woud hurt the party in the south man movement would go that far.
charged
Raymond
through A UN team' compiled. week's session heard
again on June 29. The jury
where 11I A I read y is vulnerable Sen Harry F Byrd, a "favorite
ficials to come to Rhodes for a peace conference he hopes may settle the 79. 90 score 77 1-2. Carlota 90 score
•the camel and turned Dennett, director of the World
her wfth contempt of court.
78. 89 score 79 1-2.
advisers are son" candidate, withdrew before They found
congressional
Three
problem.
Parlestine
The jurors added they had "interit over to the Arable The convoy Peace Foundation, say that "the
the state convention.
Eggs: (Browns and whites mixPresithe
urging
be
to
understood
inthe
to
answers
received
not
had
he
j• The Swedish meiator said
viewed a great number of witAmerican people have the maturity
Platform—William Neale Roach. continued.'
24,273 cases, the maiket steady.
ed/
who
mate
running
a
pick
to
dent
leaders
nesses and investigated every lead
One disillusioned United Na- ef judgment to create_ if not a vitation from either side, but added "if they come, they will be
Extras 70 to RO percent A 46 1-2 to
acceptable to the south who's handling arrangements for
world.
and even every rumor. In refer- will be
stabilized
a
least
helpthe
at
up
decisions"
peaceful
officer
summed
make
to
tions,
t
able
are
who
47 1-2, extras 60 to 70 percent A
swing large blocs the Democratic national convenring to Miss Wall, they said "one and,.who Can
Maturity of judgment." said Mr.
situation,
He said he did not plan round-table conferences involving both Arabs 43 to 45, standards 40 to•42 1-2,
Indus- tion, has adopted his own two- lessness of the
education,
witness, who is said to know some of votes in the big eastern
upon
"depends
is
Dennett,
who
doctor
a
like
"We feel
and Jews, but expected to work with both sides separately in attempt- current receipts 38 1-2, checks 35
plank platform for keeping delehas failed to appear trial cities.
d
of the Las,
he and education depends upon peole
1-2.
Dewey gates cool It calls for (I) more making morphine injections,"
ing to reach an agreement, after being subpoenaed, so we have! Dewey—Gov Thomas E.
yourselves."
like
said
tackled a mountain of paper work fans, and (2) shorter speeches.
indicted her for contempt."
•
to facilitate registration,. _
Girl Scout officials decided today
to postpone the opening day ' of
camp to Tuesday because of the
Fourth of July holiday, according
to an announcement by Mrs. Noel
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AND REVIVAL

TO STAY ALIVE
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DR. WOODS TO
SPEAK TUESDAY
ON GREEK MISSION
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MISS JOHNSON
AT INSTITUTE ON
UNITED NATIONS
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VA DROPS CERTAIN
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Sox in the :libber game of their
important series of three Frank
iDutchi /Wee whose pitching
-was nothrng to write home about.
staggered-- through to his second
triumph, principally on his own
bluing. a three-run double which
was the big blow of the big hiring:
Vern Stephens. Johnny Peaky, and
Bobby Doerr hit Red Sox homers,
Stephens coming with two abase,
but Ted Williams went hitless for
the first time after 16 straight
games.

B

oston Braves Expected To Be In

First Place By Fourth Of July

••••
-r,

1

DREAMS

FOXHOLE
Nil
beat Washington. 3 to 2. at Phila.
NEW YORK (1513)—
new
to stay in second placecenters
York City veterans servi
Fain doubled the tying ,
Fe:rr
been a
reported that there .
runs home and then scored the decline
of
veterans'
"foxhole
winning run on Elmer Vali)ssin- dreams"—novel types 0 business
originated by themseive
There
gle.
has been a corresponding increase
Yesterday's Star—Andy Pafko,
the purchase and establishment
who drove in all of Chicago's lin
more orthodox enterprises by
runs with a three-run bonier and !of
veterans.
double as the Cubs trounced the i
second place Cardinals for -the
"Be' alive on the 5th"
third straight ttime, 4 to 3.
--- ------------

delphia

- By a. W
AIM LUNDQUIST
Eh
th Bob Elitut s moiler provided the
W. PERCY WILLIAMS.'PUBLISHER
We had. really forgotten - that
flied Press Sports Writer
other run.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
Jesse Wallis had slipped into the •
I The second place Cardinals sufNEW YORK. July 2. ittPi— fered further humiliation at ChiPublished afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th Si.. Murray, Ky. old age class, but if he_remembeas
jumping
'the
holiday
maybe
its
menas
the'llappenings in Murray
cago, dropping their third straight
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
tioned recently in his interesting gun. a little but here's a big can- game, 4 to 3 to the last place Cubs
Second Class Matter
article appearing in the daily Ledge non cracker salute today to the as Andy Pafko drove in all of the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per & Times. he'is just- about up with Boston Braves who can't miss i runs with a double and a threeelse50,
$3
per
year,
month, 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties,
us on this recollection bueiness, and being in first place on the Fourth run homer. Jess Dobernic pitched
where $5.50
we fluky ask him, some time, to of July—and if the axiom holds two hatless relief innings after
After bein gno-bitted by Bob
verify some statements made in true—at the end of the season
I Patko's homer to win his third
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: 'WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Stench
Lemon, on Wednesday. the Tigers
Memphis. Tenn.: 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan ties column, that seem'doubtful to
The Braves led the national game.
many of the younger readers
Stile, Chicago; 80 Boylston St.. Boston.
league by a 2 1-2 game margin • Fritz Ostermueller. 41. showed roared back with a 13-kit, 9 to 5
• •
triumph at Detroit, Pat Mullin hitand with two days and two
today
to Herman Wehmeier,
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
Turkey growers of this country games to go, they were sure of a few tricks
ting a homer and double in the
pitchsouthpaw
21, as the fine old
an
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor Say that the turkey crop is at
being in the lead at the traditional ed the Pirates to a 5 to 2 victory game which found Hal Newhouser
It turning in a relief chore to gain
Or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest all time low. This will mean that half-way mark
over the Reds at Cincinnati.
a stiff price will r be on by the
his 10th victory- He also hit a twose OW readers.
In
Just how reliable the axiom is was a six -hit performance
time November-December season
gave no walks. Danny run triple in Detroit's five-run
he
During
seen
which
statistics
in
be
may
Friday Afternoon, July 2, 1948
the
that
opinion
is
Our
arrivesrally that clinched victory in the
breeder hens will take care of the the last 33 seasons, the July 4 Lit whilere homer was the only eighth.
slants.
blow
his
the
off
solid
won
the
leader
Naltonal
an
do,
situation all right--they always
The St. Louis Browns rallied
it three
made
The Phillies
an let's not start worrying for a pennant 17 times and in the AmerDodgers at for' three runs with two out in the
over the
ican 22 times- But the Braves, straight
while.
Murray's radio station got on the air yesterday,even• •
who have gone longer without Brooklyn, winning 4 to 2 on steady eighth inning to beat the Chicago
ing about seven o'clock, much to the enjoyment of the . Records have it that there has a pennant than any other team In pitching by Lynn Rowe, who White Sox, 8 to 5. in a night gam.
St Louis. Frank Biscan emerged
people of the county. -The Ledger and Times wishes to been no "perfect game" in baseball the major leagues. still will have handed the Bums thee fifth at
as winner with Frank Papush the
Robertled
the
Miller
Eddie
since
straight
loss
leagues
NBS
other
Nit
top
only
to
go
the
to
major
some
the
station
of
in
personnel
the
to
extend congratulations
Chicago White Sox Boston club to take a National Reds with three of their 12 hits loser.
son, of the ,
and to those who brought the station to Murray.
A seven -run first inning rally ' The Athletic, topped the Browns
the feat in .1922. Na bat- league flag—the -nuracle men" of
We look upon the acquisition of this station by Mur- achieved
ter teached first base.
1914 That club wallowed an last enabled the Yankees to coast to rally by getting three runs with
destiny
the
of
ray as a definite step in the fulfillment
„
0 •
place not only on July 4, but as a 10 to 7 victory over the Rod two out in the nineth inning to
which belo_ngs to us.
—Neal O'Hara quotes the country late as July 19, then went on to
We now have a number of those requisites which are editor as saying: -It has never been win—breezing
needed for a successful, progressive town, a college, su- quite-clear to us whether a girl on The Braves, brought along
the back of a motorcycle is an Sr slowly and careflully by manaperior farming, manufacturing 'concerns, a daily newspa- quaintance
or an accessory." We ger Dilly Southworth. increased
--hospital,
4--radio stationT-a-contrnunity
-pet,
withhold our opinion.
I NOW I4AVE A MODERN PUMP TO
their lead to 2 1-2 games yesterLet us now look to the future and develop our air••
day when Johnny Sam hurled a
side
and
.streets
Patk...our
port. Kentucky Lake State
PUMP CISTERNS
The Fourth. of July is almost four-hit. 4 to 1 triumph over the
walks, a Teen Town, a municipal auditoritm.
here, and if you wile- be careful on Giants, his 10th of the year Salm
Let ui Pump and Fill Your Cistern
Murray has done a lot in the past, and there is much the Fourth you have a better who nap: has more victories than
fifth.
the
on
brought
here
to
be
that
will
do
chance to
tiore fo.do in the future. The same
any other National league hurlCALLOWAY'S ORIGINAL WATER HAULER
this
er. yielded two of his -hits. in the
out the above accomplishments will see the Way clear Those planning for auto trips
and
4th.
the
weekeno. including
first inning and was almost unbring about the remainder of torr needs. •
7PkoaleHsi
Office Phone 1062
5th, should consider the safety
,Z- touchable thereafter A three-run
before
Check your ear
slogans
broke
double by Tommy Holmes
you siert: a 'little early so you
the game wide open In the seven- ,
will not be tempted to speed up;
watch for and observe all traffe•
C
signs and markers; don't drink if
. least, and r.ever by the public. It
• fts H tRWON W
you drive. don't drive if you drink;
d Frew Staff Correepundent hangs. cer.terwise. in the office don't cut in and out of heavy trafmaintained for, the President 'of
fic better le stay in line until you
WASHINGTON, July 2 it:Pi-a 'the Uruted States
know you are safe-. drive as if your
you ve ever tried to take a
1
eaecutiv_e. him self. lite -depended' upon_ ie—il does.
Trig
you---trnovrdoes not see this big light very
officials' say there are a
elsossal job Art Cook ind his help- .often because he seldom Visits. that Highway
great many new cars on the road.
ege have on their haiods
office
and that the long week -end will
!Banging frum the ceiling. alumThe next biggest glass dome mean that many persons will travel,
=ksing in the lights. prisms
light gets tusned on a little more probably more then ever before.
ills'. a chandelier is a thing of often It used to be President Tru- All shoald work together to reduce
But taken down, ready man's when he was the late FDRai death and disaster, We are sure
blituty
a Itash yob. it look, like aa
ffght-hand man Now. ale Coarse. you are of this °pillion, tore-- closer heap of glass
the vice president's office is occuas pied by Art Vandenberg of MichVakir.g n—or them—down
home, leaving ar_ dusty house be- igan president pro-tern of the senhind Particularly ;hose 47 chart- ate
Incidently. a lot of presidents
dialers in the capitol
Art, a pleasant. gray-hatred man have ogled some of these chandelwho has been sitting behind the men with jaundiced eyes and had
BOWLING GREEN. Ky, July 1
the capitol architect's odd r.otions about mov ig them
Make desk
office for over half a century. ha, to the White House. There they ‘UP.—A rejected lover was charg:
wealthy
his sleeeel rolled up even- before would be campany for the 10 big ed today with slaying the
congress beat at for the hinterland lights on the ground flour of the parents of the 52-year-old man
his 18-year-old sweetheart mare first team on lea chandelier big howls
1
Cook ihys the situation mine up ried
ning crew is made up of eight
Sherd! Broaciley Davenport said
en from the resturant in the in reverse once Teddy Roosevelt.
shine theta ,Harry Edward Kilgore. 25.
who didn't take much of .sa!
ment of the capitol.
to shiny overhead lights. riaci some admitted • killing •Iderly Dr and
hey are the Prism girls
I picked them bemuse they are 61 the Ina* candles moved', f rum Mrs C B Martin because he felt
girl to
blited to handling crockery," said the white house t'u the capeo: Art they had' influenced his
has the answer handy when some marry their son
tree assistant architect
The girl. Ruth .34cknney. was
e last time the girls 'did .the modern pres:dent says how about
he said. they broke only two getting 'em back on Pennsylvania honeymoonng in Siloam Springs.
Ark., with the Martin son. Stone.• out of the thousands and Avenue
pr always says. "but it'll wall. whom she married a week
s.nds they handled
ago
take an act of congress
at of the crew is made i.p
That always stops a president.
The bodies of the Doctor and
&Amami,
who
men.
ladder
two
4
las wife were found early yestersilv•
the
polish
Ole fixtures and
day in the blood-splattered bedplated instal which 16 let
loom of - their colonial farm near
llSere.
here. Both had been shot in the
w Tong does it all take thi
head. Dr Martin was 8(1 His wife
: job for 47 lamps'
w-as 79
.Ait took a peecil from behir.
-ear and began to figure Ter.
dicating that he -had traCled egle Working elite' hours a de:.
tensively
two and a half months Rough He laughed easily. spent his
CHICAGO. July 1 (UP—The
about 4.000 hotu-s .
1
very last one of the poisons has man, registered at Chicago's 'arg- 'money freely and tipped ravishle.
MIT
be entWed three.tithes. bt hand: ot Note: had a Steel tutse---apentt- 'Aftft registering lie started
-for a good time
can't dry them with flour sack Ina his money
He dined at one of the most exRobust-appearing. -six feet----tall,
towels like you do glass- gobwent
rs at home Leaves spects 'of he registered ie the Stevens yes- pensive restaurants, 'hen
He became ac1 t So. says Art, they have to IA terday as Bcrtiam Halleck. Green- night clubbing
sport. Long Island His luggaae quainted with some pretty girls
d in very fine sawdust
c biggest—or one of the. big- borejabels of the Navy Air Force He was the life of the party.
After it wt all over he returnspot—chandeliers in the capitol OklaWma A and N. University,
- in- ed to his hotel room He carkully
..•
ildin_g is the one looked at the •of Texas, and v
removed all identification marks
from his clothing Next he wrote
a note, stating that his registeranon 'acs Bertram Halleck was false
•
"I led aswell time with the help
-eof the mitts and spent 400 btelt.he wrote •"But I have been suffering- for some time from multi•
pie sclerosis • a disease of the
Fatigue—lack of
Yes—night-driving flo-Peep is lucky! Drowsy driving
spinal .eord or brarrei--4--wish 'fly
bod y to be dissected for scientific
sleep—too many hours behind the wheel will dull any driver's senses. And three out of
purposes."
Then he put one cartridge in a
every five highway deaths' happen after dark.
,brad new .22 „canber rifle 'and
•
shot himaelf through the head
When you drive at night, he alert—always able to stop within your headlight range.
Police said he preteably eied instantly and- ttikt they had net
Keep your windshield clear--never look directly into blinding headlight glare.
been able te identify him
'
--
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Best Located
Commercial Railroa.s1 Property
in Murray, Kentucky
•

Another Step

Sum
third
$2:00
Under
Wor
fuurth
second

About 400 foot railroad frontage, east
side of the railroad, approximately 300
feet north of Highway number 94.

Prea
third
Sine
at 10

WILL SELL ALL OR PART OF;THIS
PROPERTY

ANNOUNCING MODERN PUMP

MURRAY LAND COMPANY
W.C. Hays

,

Call Hardy Rogers, Lynn Grove, Ky.

5474

leaning 47 Chandelieres With Thousands Of
rums Is Exacting Job For Capitol Crew

CHARGED WITH
DOUBLE MURDER

•

•

f

t

POLICE SEEK
IDENTITY OF
SUICIDE VICTIM

v‘IP

, ?,
o-Peep had iost

1e
itti
11

much sleep.

And could hardlg see,to drive;

tu

When lights came at her.
There was a terrible clatter,.
Now sheg luck to be alive

t

1

can be fatal.

overstired, pull oil the road and

If yod are

rest. Spare a few seconds to save your life!
•

•
'

•

Used Fats
Scrap Iron
Metal
Batteries
Hides

SAVE

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market
gypsy boyde•-,Carinen. Rita
GYPSY DANCER -As the sultryFlamenco humbers viith gay

Hayworth dances her colorful
Columbia's Technicolor
abandon in her starring role in now in production.
of Carmen,"
tirSIMR "The Loves

09
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NORTH PLEASANT GRAVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Joe Ben Irby, Pastor
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ofiturch
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
C. L. Page, Pastor
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. R.
L. Cooper, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11.00 am.,
first and third Sundays.
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m
Hazel Church
Sunday School at 10 00 a m. Buford Hurt, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m,
second and fourth Sundays.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., firm
third and fourth Sundays, and at
.9 2 00 p m. second Sunday. Brooks
1,nderwood, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
fiiurth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
,i,cond Sunday.
UNION GROW CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Connie Wyatt

$y..

v‘eaching,Jperv ices eacli first and
third Sunday at 11 a.m.
Sunday School each Lord's Day
at 10 a.m.

Western Auto

Sunday School, 10 am
Worship Service, 11 a.m.
C.Y.F., 8:30 p.ui.
Worship Service, 715 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Buron Richerson, Pastor

scRIPTURE: I Kingly 22 1-40.
DEVOTIONAL READING: Psalms 1511:

SPRING CURE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. if. Thurman, Paster

COLDWATER CHURCH OF
CHRIST
John Brian. Minister

GREEK TOWN OF
LEVKAS ALMOST
DEMOLISHED .N
*

Stop at RONNIE'S CAFE
01

or your Barbecue Sandwiches and Sandwiches
all

Church school each Lord's day
on first, second and third Sunday;
at 10 a.m., and fourth Sunday at'
1:30 p.m.
•
Preaching service on fourth Sun
ATHENS. July 1. (.1.JP1-day at 2:30 p.m.
earthquake and tidal wave yesterday destroyed .most of the 2,WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
600-year old town of Levkas on
E. H. Sewers, Pastor
the island of the same name off
west coast of Greeee, v.iPed
the
Sunday school each Sunday at
out a nearby village and badly
10 o'clock
rePreaching services each Sunday damaged three other towns.
at 11 o'clock and each second and ports from the scene said -today.
Messages from the island said
fourth Sunday nights at 7:30.
Training Union each Sunday so far seven persons were. known
dead and an estimated 300 were
night at 6:30.
Prayer service each Wednesday injured. Relief workers believed
the death 'toll would be higher.
night at 7 o'clock.
A Greek destroyer was loaded
at Patras with relief goods for the
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
island.
CHURCH
The American aid mission in
J. H. Miller, Pastor
Preaching services second and Greece provided 50 tons of flour
fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. and 8 and other necessities for emergency relief. Canadian relief added
P.m.
Sunday school each Sunday at 10 quantities of canned meat and fish.
The to
of Levkas, called Itam. under the direction of John
haka by The poet Homer, had* a
Lassiter, superintendent:
B. T. U. meets each Sunday at population of 7.000. Official reports
it was 93 per cent des7 pm., Harold Houston, director. tryoedrid
MS.W,
Mrs. Rupert Lassiter,
president — Thursday * afternoon
after sesoad Sunday.

-

kinds, and Soft Drinks
LINN GROVE, KY.

Ronald Crouch, Owner

INleta yfrepi/
allthe facts on

Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun•
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
School, Morgan Cunningham, SuAlbert Cunningham is superinperintendent Preaching at 11:03
Lesson for July 4, 1948
tendant of Sunday Schocl held
a m. and Saturday before at 7:30
every Sunday tit 10 o'clock.
W E BEGIN a new series of p.m.
B.T.U.- every zunciay rugnt at
studies this quarter—a series
8:30, Ben Hopkins director, and of lessons based on less ,known
LAKEVIEW COMMUNITY
preaching following B. T. U.
Bible characters that have much to
CHURCH
Prayer meeeirig every Wednesday
offer us. Such a
night at 7:00 'O'clock.
character is found
The Sunday School at Lakeview
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
in Micaiah, about
Community Church meets each
1:30 p.m. after the first and third
whom we learn in I
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday each month.
Kings 22:1-40.
Ahab, king of IsA Proven Ester Formulation of 2,4-D
HAZEL BAPTIST CHUR-M
MURRAY CIRCUIT
rael, planned an ex11. F. Paschall, Pastor
R. F. Blankenship. pastor
pedition to recover
--the city of Ram-Otiri
Use only 1/4 to 2 pints per acre ... in 5 gallons
First Sunday—Goshen 11 a.m.;
in Gilead, which the Paul Daily, Sunday School SuperMAUI,iNg
water, or less! Won't harm growing groins!
of
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.
Syrians had taken.
intendent
Second Sunday—Martins Chapel
He invited Jehosha- Gene Orr Miller, T. U. DireLeor
Kitt WIIIDS in wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn, and
11 a.m..;• New Hope 3 p.m.; Sulphat, king of Judah, Mrs. Grace Wilson, W M.U. Pres.
. after the crops are up ... without harml
rias
phur Springs 7 p.m.
to join him. Ahab
Dr. Newts's
Priii.ed on more than 600,000 acres in 1947!
Morning
Third Sunday—Lynr Grove 11 a.m.
relied upon his court Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
MIS auttITINS. Ask for them-- get all the facts—
Goshen 7 p.m.
prophets to predict victory; but Morning Worship each Sunday,
before you buy any 2,44) weed killer. Agricultural
Fourth Sunday—Sulphur Springs Micaiah, the prophet of God, whom
Weed-Pio-More gives you resultri 11:00 SAL.- ELM
GROVE
BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 a m ; New Hope 11 am ; Mar- Ahab had shut up in prison, when
Reads(
Leslie Gilbert, Pastor
he was summoned, at the insistence Training Union each Sunday 6:00
tin's Chapel 3 pm.
PRODUCT OF
KHAKI'
3unday School
10 AM.
There is Church School at each of of Jehoshaphat, told Ahab the truth
p.m.
truth—which
subJames Chaney, Superintendent
. these churches, at 10 a.m. every —the unpleasant
Evening Service 7:15 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
sequent events verified.
Sunday.
•
-Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00
• • •
Training Union
7:00 P.M. SHERMAN. KY. I UP) __A system
Dealer in General Merchandise
p m.
of
using
tank
trucks to carry water
BRAVE ENOUGH TO TELL
Mancil Vinson, Director
HARDIN CIRCUIT
W.M.U., G.A., Sunbeams meet on
THE TRUTH
Dexter, I.
rural
fires
is
catching
supplies
to
Manager
M.
T.
TARRY,
Evening Worship
8:00 P.M.
Leone C. Lee, Pastor
Tuesday following Second and
HE first blessing in the study of
on throughout the country almost
Wednesday Evening Prayer
Fourth Sunday.
this obscure Bible character,
Service
8:00 P.M. a decade after the idea was put.
First Sunday: Palestine, 11:00, Micaiah, is to discover a man who Y.W.A. meet Monday, 7:30 p.m.,
into practice here.
W.M U. Meeting Third
a.m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
following First and Third Sunwas brave enough to tell the truth
The idea, which has been reWednesday
7:00 P.M.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.; when he knew it was unpopular.
days.
ferred to as the greatest advance
and each Fourth Wednesday
Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
It is always the best policy to
Afternoon
2 P.M. in rural fire fighting in a half
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00 tell the truth, though there be many
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
century, consists of the use of a
Brotherhood Meeting first and
cm; Palestine, 3 p.m.
•
in today's world who deny this printhird Wednesday
7 P.M. truck to haul watef to places
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00 ciple. It is not enough to say that
Bro. J. H. Brbui
are
Business
Women's
where
fire
fighters
often
forced
Circle
first
1:15 am.
.
i.m. and Unicn Ridge, 1
we will tell the truth because it
Sunday Schocl each Sunday at
and third Wednesday
7 P.M. to run their lines for miles to
Fifth Sunday: Dexter, 11 a.m.
pays. That is true, but it as a by- 9:45 a.m, except second Sunday at
S.A 's, G.A.'s, and Sunbeam
creeks and other sources.
Everyone is invited.
product of doing what is right. One 1 pm.
,
Band first and third
The nearby fruit farming comYour attendance is atioreciated.
must tell the truth because it ta d
Preaching services every second
Wednesilay
7 P.M. munity of Sheridan was believed
right to tell the truth. Men swear Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
COME AND WORSHIP
to have been the first to have a
hand upon the Holy Bible
with
WITH US
fire department equipped with a
that what they testify Is the truth
PLEASANT VALLEY" CHURCH
trailer-tanker water truck- The
and - nothing but the truth. But,
OF CHRIST
5.400-gallon tank was bought by
alas, such men often tell anything
Bobby Owen, Minister
the farmers in 1936 after several
but the truth. They have been carebuildings were burned because of
fully coached to evade the truth.
Sunday School each Lord's Day
lack of water
Micaiah told the truth, because he
at 10 a.m.
was speaking for God. It hurt him,
Idea Spreads
Preaching services first Sunday
but it must needs be the truth he
Introduction of the idea at Stanof each month at 11 a.m.
EDWARD SMALL spoke to Ahab.
ley, N. Y., was carried out on a
pr•sones
• • •
"Inflation was a factor in the Coat smaller scale but with more draTRUTH DISREGARDED
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
fighting polio in Kentucky last matic background.
Ahab scorned the word! of MiLeon Winchester, Pastor
year" Merle E. Robertson, treasurer
One day in the spring of 1939;
caiah, and ordered him thrown back
of the Kentucky Chapter, National
into prison. But scarcely had the
the Stanley hose company was
Preaching services first and third Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis
prophet of God been thrust 'again Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
said in releasing the annual finan- called to the farm home of Roy
into prison, until Ahab was bleedSunday School each Sunday at cial report of the Kentucky 'Chap- Calhoun, where fire was out Of
ing to death in his chariot.
10 am.
control because of lack of water.
ter
idea not only take their own lives
Firemen went into action with
''"Cotal expenditures for the fiscal
In their hands wber. they disregard
KIRKSICY CIRCUIT
year ending May 31 were 1182.103 - their chemical truck, the only efthe truth, but, like stubborn Ahab,
H. P.151riakenship, Pastor
84, up $75,819 55 from the previ- fective method for fighting farm
ONE DAY ONLY
they bring grief to countless others.
ous year. While the expenditure blazes without water. The chemHad Ahab heeded the words of
First Sunday—xi:Army 11 a.m.; provided for the treatment of more icals checked the fire, but shortly
truth which Micaiah proclaimed,
Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm.; Mt. patients at clinics and a better ser- after it was brought under control
Ahab might have lived. Indeed, had
•
Hebron 7:30 p.m.
vice program it almost Wiped out the chemical supply ran out.
Ahab heeded the words of truth, he
With no water within reach of
Second Sunday—Coldwater 11 the reserves accumulated over premight have recovered Rarnoth, and
a m,; Mt. Cannel 7:30 p.m.
vious years. It reduced the funds their pumper. the firemen had to
more beside.
Third Sunday—Mt. Hebron 11 available for this year's work to stand by helplessly while the
Truth may appear forever on the
$114,014.86 from the 1948 March of nearly-extinguished blaze flared
scaffold, wrong forever on the a.m.; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday--Mt. Carmel 11 Dimes and the reserve balance of anew and burned Calhoun's home
throne, but time always proves •
bard taskmaster to the man who a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.: 516.97069, a total of 1130.985 55 for to the ground
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
this year's operation. This is 951.No Time to Waste
regards wrong instead of truth.
• • •
There is Church School at each 118.29 less than was spent last year"
"Water," Fite Chief Paul Coe
,THE SOURCE OF TRUTH
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
"The backlog of polio cases of
it"NOD is
sthe source of truth—all Sunday. Your attendance is ap- past years requiring treatment and said, "is the thing we must .have.
Tables and Fireplaces
%I-truth. If we miss this, we miss preciated.
surgery will' take every penny the And we must have it soon as we
i
not hours or even minutes
the lesson of the lesson. Note the
Kentucky Chapter has available arrve,
The roads are now graveled at the resort
later"
words of the golden text, "As the
this year," Mr Robertson said.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
It
had
become
obvious
Lord liveth, what the Lord saith
that
the
$103.The
largest
single
item
was
CHURCH
THERE WILL BE A SMALL CHARGE FOR PICunto me, that will I speak," said
451 40 paid to 22 hospitals, This only thing to do was to follow to
M. M. Hampton, pastor
Micaiah.
example
set
by
the
Sheridan
fire
meant
70
hospital
an average of
10:00 a.m. Sunday School, James
NICKERS, BANK FISHERMEN, CAMPERS
Let us remember that it was God
days for 208 polio patients. Robert department. Within a short time,
Key, superintendent_
speaking through his prophet. Ahab 11:00 am. Preaching Service
son pointed out. The next large the Stanley hose company stripped
Tables and fireplaces are for your convenience.
could not have doubted that Micaiah 6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L I). Warren. item was $25.915.55 for salaries of the chemical truck of its equipwas speaking what God had told
physical therapists for the treat- ment -and had an 800-gallon tan1C
director.
him to speak. But Ahab- did not 7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
ment and care of polio patients.
installed along with ladders and
We Also Have a
ware to hear the truth. He wanted
Special training courses for doe: other equipment,
to hear pleasing words that would
tors and nurses cost $5,180 40 for
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
encourage him in his evil plan.
the year. The sum of $4,520 86 was
CHURCH
God speaks the first and the last
spent on clinics.40,Daily treatment
John L. Ryberg, Pastor
word on every subject, because God
clinics operate in Covington. LexNorman Culpepper,
is truth. "I am the truth," said
ington and Louisville. The OwensSunday School Superintendent.
9
Jesus. And he went on to say, "Ye
I.ife Guard On Duty
boro Clinic operates on a weekly
R. G Shelton,
shalt know the truth, and the truth
monthly
Ashland
is
a
basis
and
Training Union Director
shall make you free."
Mrs. Lon Outland, WMU President clinic These clinics last year Feb• • •
VARSITY THEATRE
vided 6,677 treatments to polio vic. Sunday
THE PENALTY OF
"T-Men." It Hr. 29 Min.)
Sunday School
10:00 a.m. tims.
•
DISOBEYING THE TIATH
11:00 a.m.
ORRIBLE, indeed, was the pen- Morning Worship
The sum of $5.795.09 was spent Feature Starts: 1:11-3:14-5:17-7:207:00 p.m. for education and
alty which Ahab suffered,for Training Union
information 9:23.
8:00 p.m. which included the distribution of
disregarding the truth. The way of Evening Worship
CAPITOL THEATRE
Located on Big and Little Sugar Crooks
Wednesday
the transgressor is bird—always
1,300,000 copies of "A Message to 'Marshal of Cripple Creek."
hard. The wages of sin is death. Prayer Meeting _.
8:00 p.m. Parents-.
Orthopedic Appliances. (58 Min../
At Blood River
Saturday
Be sure your sins will find you out
including braces, special shoes,
1:23-2:49-4:15-5:41Feature
Starts:
Take down your cherished books RA Chapter Meeting
7':30 p.m. wheel chairs and hospital equipof history. What do they say to
ment for 474 polio patients amount- 7:07-8:33-9:59. you? That the straight line of truth
ed to $16.650.20 during the year.
Is the only safe way In which to
experiditUres
AILMO CIRCUIT
Other
items of
walk. It is applicable for the inBrysti Bishop, Pasta'
were: Nursing kervice $5.901.20;
dividual, for the family, for the
'd0ctors fees $4,107.00; transportacommunity, for the nation, for civil!.
Temple BM
tion of patients and personnel $4,n.
g
satiou
Worship Service 11:00 o'clock 2,80.28; and administration $6.301.86.
Thus every great prayer must be, on first and fourth Sundays.
By working closely with the
"Thy will be done." God's will Is
Evening service on third Sunday, Kentucky Crippled Children Comthe way of truth. Micalah declared 7 o'clock; Church School each Sun- mission an dother agencies the
it Every true prophet must declare day at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellow- Kentucky Chapter holds adminisit It is the only way to peace and ship each Sunday everan't 6:30. tration to the lowest possible figby in this world.
Prayer Meeting each Thursday a
ure and avoids duplication of ef•
• • •
fort. The entire funds for .the
(Copyright by the Infornationa/ Council ening 7 o'clock.
of Risliglovs EduccrtIon on be aH of 40
treatment and care of polio patients'
Remelts Chapel
Released by
Protestant &mom Inations.
Worship Setvice 11 o'clock each in Kentucky comes from the anWNU features.)
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each nual March of Dimes Campaign,
fourth Sunday evening. Steward- Mr. Robertsosi cpncluded.
each
ship Fellowship meeting
AB over the world flow there is • Thursday (before the second SunBetween 90 and 100 acres 61
i!action from the superficial talk day) evening 6:30.
pickles will be ,produced 4in the
that it does not make much dieferBethel
Beaver Dam and Fordsville neighence what a man believes. We have
Worship 2:45 o c:oeir each fourth borhoods of Ohio county this year.
learned our lesson. What a 171 441 be- Sunday and 7 o'clock each second 'Eight fainters in Caldwell counlieves makes a world of difference Sunday. Church School each Sun- ty placed orders for 288 Northwesnot only in what he does, but what day 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting tern ewe lambs weighing from n
batmen' to him.
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock. to 90 pounds.
Alfalfa seeding in Carroll county
Brooks Chapel
Worship 11 o'clock each third increased greatly this spring, hne
Sunday. Church School 10 o'clock. dealer reporting a sale of 10,000
Independence
pounds of seed.
Worsh%. service 2;30 o'clock each
- "Be alive on the 5th-"
"Murray the Birthplace Of Radio" first Sunday.
•-

Micaiah, A Prophet of Israel

AGRICULTURAL

WEED NOE ORE

Tank Truck Idea

For Rural Fires
Found Spreading

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

MIZELL & COMPANY

T

Associate Store

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

Will Be

To Use Our

CLOSED
JULY 5
National Holiday

Village Store

Ends FRIDAY

CAPITOL
FRIDAY
and SATURDAY

or

BOAT DOCKS
Boat and Motor Rental
Outboard Motor Sales
(Scott-Atwater)

DENNIY"rKEEFE

. .

Candy Bars
Cigarettes
Sandwiches

Cold Drinks
Cigars
Groceries

Inflation Is
Factor In
Fighting Polio

SATURDAY

Boat Sales
(Dow Craft)_

SUNDAY
and MONDAY
Alps as dangerous as her sword! i

- sum IMIP

Est
e.

I

Outboard'Motor Fuel
Dock and Bank Tie-Up Service

PICNIC GROUNDS

DANCE FLOOR
And a Place to Dive and Swim

TIME
*.sierfi.sAcroz

Irvin Cobb Resort,Inc.

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
WILL BE

CLOSED
MONDAY

JULY 5

SPEC/AIS

PICK YOUR

On Believing

FAVORITE

LETTER BOXES

PICNIC MEATS

ARE BACK

at

in Two Sizes

Shroat Bros. Meat Market
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Chas .News

Activities

Bride Elect Is
Honored_With
Two Showers

The guest list included Mesdames
George Upchurch. Mavis , Morris.
W. P. Williams, H. B. Bailey, *.
P. Roberts. Hugh McGee. Chris
Emmett. Gingles Wallis, T C. Collie, Newt Outland, Solon Darnell,
Elliott
Wear, Ray
Brownfield,
James C .Williams and Misses Lala Cain. George Ann. Elizaaseth and
_
Sue Upchurch. Lillian
Watters,
Marie Skinner. Marilyn Mason.
Vera ilooge. Kathleen Pattseson,
the honoree, the hostesses and /Ira
Jack Beale.

tests. Miss Brandon was the recipient of several lovely gifts from
the guests. all employees of the Murray Manufacturing Co
The hostess was assisted by her
mother. Mrs. Cary Rose and Miss
Katie Rose Linn in aerving
lictous party plate and iced drinks
to the following:
Miss Dorothy Mae Roberts. Mrs.
Anna Faye Taylor. Miss Louise
Thurmond, Miss Jo Broach. Miss
Jane Underwood, Miss Mahan.
Miss Shoemaker, and the honoree.
• ••

Mrs. R. M. Mason
• At
t..ntertains
Bridge Thursday

Missionary Society
Of Locust Grove
Church Meets

Locals

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

• LOCALS

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA.VISTA

Mr and Mrs. Sydney Waters and
fannly of Detroit will, spend the
weekend holidays with his parents,i
Mr and Mrs. Neva Waters, West
Approximately thiriy-five guests
Main street.
gathered at ths beautiful new home
By FRANK C. ROBERTSON
• •
of Miss Marilyn Mason last evenMEW I. 14•44.1 14•••••• •44•11essio. bop
Attorney Joe Lancaster is imang at eight as she entertained with
proving after an optical operation
a shower honoring Miss Mary ElieJosie Pennington,accompanied ,•tiope he gets it. Any chance the,
this week.
abeth Roberts who will be.s marby Pauline Casette, arrives in tiastmaster may be a Lamb?"
• •
ried July 9 to Lee Williams,
, Idaho Territory from New Vork
"No: I believe Faux is honest
James Shelton, who is attending to marry Jim Bloxham,gold pros"Burn that paper will you.elolui
The group enjoyed the evening
a Nashville mortuary school is pector in Buena Vista. whose Paul, and when they come after rne
very much with some very
. unique
• •
spending the weekend visiting his Partner is Pauline's brother. you don't know a thing savvy'?"
games being played. and prize.
Bruno. They learn that Jim has
"Hight. And from the looks of
wife, and other relatives here,
Were presented Is Miss Elizabeth
been murdered and that the things it won't be long. That's the
••
Upchurch and Mrs. Joe W. Parker
Vigilantes are preparing to bang sheriff's voice."
Mrs. John D. Hamilton of Mur- Bruno. Josie. sure that Bruno is
as winners of the games.
With agility. the proprietor of the
ray, is reported to be improving Innocent, enlists the aid or Ben Pacific got out of his chair and disMiss Roberts was the'.recipient
a
roadyoung
owner
ot
after surgery in a Detroit hospital. Warren,
appeared through the kitchen door
•
of many handsome piece's of her
• •
house. Ile and his friend John It had scarcely closed behind him
The Missionary Society of the
M. Mason entertained
Mrs R.
patterns in china, crystal and silhotelkeeper.
know
Hudson,
Paul
when Sheriff Prenn entered from
Locust Grove Holiness Church,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Vannoy of
with three tables of bridge at 2:30
ver.
that the county officers as well as the other way. He was followed by
with Mn; Undine Hook June Earlington. Ky..,
met
are
visiting
their
the Vigilantes are controlled by a Gad Moore, Ike Van Meter. and
Following the opening of the yesterday at her home on Chestnut
•
daughter. Mrs. Pat Wear, and Mr. I lawless gang headed by Charles: Herman Zapp.
gifts the guests were-show/a-its the- etreet. honoring Mrs. Walter TayWear,
505
Poplar
-street
Douglas, and they believe that— "Dot's him! Dot's de man who
I
A
very
interestl
eg
program
was
dining room where refreshments lor of Washington, D C.
• •
Bruno is being eh:tin-inert.' They gott nay sliewels!" Zapp cried.
given. The subject was "Prayetee
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk and Mrs. G.
were served buffet style from the
"Don't move, Warren," Sheriff
Paul Willfs of Atlanta. Ga., ar- expect him to be given a &awn
Mrs, Mary Radford, Bible study
beautifully appointed brides table B Scott received prizesfoe high
trial, turned loose for lack of evi- Prenn cautitftied. "This man wants
leader, gave aa intefesting talk on rived today to join Mrs. Willis and
then
seized
mob.
and
second
respectively.
Mrs
dence,
by
the
The pretty lace covered table held
the jewels tIlat_you stole from him
-Prayer" found—iirilia—sTicifi-Thslin tittle daughter, Dorothy Duey, Who Ben obtains evidence that Jim's when he stayed in your roadhouse_"
a center attraction of daisies 'and Taylor was presented a lovely
are guests of Mrs. Willis' mother, brother Bill, an underling of
ter of Matthew.
"He may believe they were stolen
other summer flowers. The four guest prize.
Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 North Fifth Douglas. Was seen near Jim s from him in my house, but that's
Trate program was as follows:
Tne hostess served a delightful
tiered de,-orated wedding cake was
street.
They
will
return
to
Atlanshortly
before
the
murder.
cabin
Sort. Let the Lower Light Be
nest proof, and don't justify either
topped with a cluster of pink rib - salad plate to the following ladies
On the strength of this, Ben per- him or you using that kind of lanBurning. Scripture reading, Mrs. ta next week0
bona which' were aped with wed- who were present:
grant
the
county
Judge
to
suades
Ben said coldly.
guage."
Opaie Watson; Prayer, Mrs. Lillie
Mesdames E. S. Lauteute er.. Ed
ding rings. Miss Roberts cut and
Bruno a change of venue. MeanAt that moment. John Paul reCan Policeman Elias RobertWalker: rola call. ans‘Zered by quowhile, a German. Herman 'Lapp. appeared."What's wneng here?"
served the cake while at the op• Frank Kirk, Vernon Stebblefield
tations: To Pray, Mrs. LTndine son is confined to his home. West has been robbed ot some dia"We're going to search Warrea
posite end of the table Mass Vera Jr.. Dewey Nelson. Clifford Melia
Hook: talk on Prayer. Mra Edna Olive street, with an attack of arth- monds at Ben's roadhouse and is fOr Zapp's Jewels." the sheriff said.
litioge served at the puneh bowl. lira E. J. Beale, G B Scott, MarSwift: The Prisoner's Song, Mrs. ritis He is reported to be improv- accusing Ben. Douglas. wfio has ,-Any, obJection.s?"
vin Whitnell, Will Whetnen. Jack
bought the jewels from the real
"I hain't if Ben hairet."
Robbie Staples: solo, An Evening ing_
• •
Another in a sera., c.f parties Farmer, Harry "tledd and the Prayer, Mrs Mary Radford; poem,
thief, plans to plant them on Ben.
"Stand up, Warren," the sheriff
honoree.
finds
an
that
night.
Ben
Late
honoring
Miss
Roberts was a
Mrs. James: The Amen Corner,
.
Vernon Trevathan of Meridian. anonymous note in his room, tell- ordered.
•
kitchen shower whien 'was given
Mrs_ Sula
Cunningham; Bible Miss, spent last weekend with his ing him the jewels are hidden
"WELL,
he
ain't
got
'em
on him."
Tuesday "ming at 10 'o'clock by
study: benediction.
aunt, Mrs. W. B. Scruggs and Mr. there.
Tv Van Meter said a moment
Mr-S-7 D F 34cCanrell and Miss
Dainty refreshments were served Scruggs.
later.
Lula' Clayton Beale at the Beale
• •
to the twelve members present.
CHAPTER XII
"Search his room!" Zappshottted.
residence on Olive.
The next meeting will be with
Just then, Josie appeared.
to
overswiftly
Mr and Mrs J. D. Lassiter and BEN stepped
"Why, what's.tbe matter?" she
Games. were enjoyed, by the
Mrs Moyna Pierce.
the window and pulled
son of Detroit, Mich. gre visiting
asked
group, the winners being 'Mrs, W
Miss Leta Brandon whose martheir parents,, 14r. and Mrs.
. sttohalet
-H. down the blind. He fastened
"Just
friend Zapp still
. think
P. Williams and 1Iis -Kathleen riage to Gene
Dale seney will be an
Dunn and Mr.' and Mrs. Herman the catch on the door, then bethat
h Jewel box of his,"
Patterson.
event of Jul) 3, was theahonoree at
Lassiter.
• Ben said.
1 gan a seArch.
The hostesses were as.sisted in the a party Tuesday evening at which
ridiculous!"
sheia.
r, that'san
t'sm
you search
His quest was quickly over, He . "Why
ddot.
dinine room ley Mrs Gii.gles Wal- Miss Mara' SW: Rose was hostesa at
Tuesday. July 6
•,-.
TL Bhil Mitchell and Mrs. W. found the jewel case under the head- yawre
.
bea1li too," ZaPP
lis a.< the guests were served de- her new home on South Twelfth
,14
_
e..--)geen
The general meeting of the L. Polly and daughter 'Shelia ha vs of his mattress.
here, Germany,
licious party plates and -cakes from street
He thought he Knew who was the
•
IA'SCS will be held at the First returned from a week's visit with
friend who had warned him. Three ginning to try My patience." Ben
the attractive table which was cenMisses Rhoda Sue Mahan and Methodist church at 3 o'clock. In Mr. and Mrs. G,'L. iMtchell in
years befofe. tie and his mother said angrily.
tered with an arrangement of yel- ylvta Shoemaker received
"Shut up, you." Van Meter gratprizes charge of the program will be the Memphis
while thillig in Walla Walla had
low alads" and daisies.
•• •
as winners of the unique bridal con- Alice Waters Circle
taken in a gambler wh6 had been ed. "I'll Alit take your gun now."
.
Before either he or Ben could act.
The groups' os tl:s Woman's
Dr and Mrs. Joe T. Coopoi.,har bAdly shot. The man had pneu- John Paul's ponderous body was
Council of the First Christian Iowa City. Ia . wilt arrive today to monia. a,nd only by the most care- between them.
church will meet at 2:30 as fol- spend their honeymoon at the lake ful nursing had his life been saved
"You'd better produce some proof
,That man was Doc Stickney, now
lows:
cabin of Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood. one of the house gamblers at Lee of theft before you go to main' ari Group I. with Mrs Clyde Jones, Dr. Cooper, a farmer student at Guy's Palace.
rests or takin' people's guns," he
said. "You're treadin on dangerous
Sixth street
Murray State College. is resident
Now that Ben had the stones in ground, Prenn."
• Group II. with Mrs W J Gibson, physician at University Hospital, his hand. he expected every mo"I know what I'm doine" the
North Fourteenth street
Iowa City Mrs. Cooper is a nurse ment to hear a knock upon this -Sheriff said.
door, and to see Zapp and Sheriff
Qroup III. with Mrs. R. H. Rob' at the same hospital.
"Well, you'd better see if you can
Prenn standing there. He would find the jewels first." Gad Moore
I bins, Olive street.
• •
have to get rid of the jewels quickly. said untgliecrecily. "I'll stay here
Tberaday. July $
Mrs. C. E. Russell of St. AuguiFOR
The flat, oblong jewel box had
The Young Matrons group of the tine. Fla-. 'is. here visiting her been wrapped in brown paper. Ben with helm Pennington while you
First Christian Church will meet tiarents: Mr and Mrs. D. L Jones rewrappen it carefully, and pen- search Warren's room."
INEXPENSIVE, FAST
at 7:30 with Mrs. Norman Hale, of Lynn Grove, and her brother, ciled in print,lintltsX.ZAPS.. PALSet
FrER the others had gone upand COURTEOUS
HOTEL.
North Tenth street.
Preston Jones of Murray and Dewstairs. Josie said. "It's absurd
With tile packago in his inside to
think that Mr. Warren would
ey Jones of Mayfield.
pocket, he let himself into the hall
SERVICE
••
stoop to a thing like that."
then opened the door to the outside
"It doesn't seem reasonable to
)--)(
Miss Jean Hinshaw of Binninfi- stairway with his pass key and de- me. either, but you never can tell."
tan, Kansas will arrOve next weep scended the stairs.
Moore said. "By the way. although
Going around the stables, he I am attorney for Bill
for a visit with 'Miss Marilyn
Bloxham. I'd
reached an alley at the beck, and
To nu the
house, of clothes
Mason, Miss Vera Hooge of Mo- followed a twisting course for sev- like you to know that I'd like to
moths, two thorough spraying tipbile, Ala, who has been the house eral blocks before he finally reached help vote too. Bill is, of course.
plications of the insecticide, DDT.'
Jim's legal heir: but I'm quite sure
guest of Miss Mason for several the main street. Here he paused
should be made each year, one of
I can get him to do the right thing
The street was dark and deserted.
days, will remain indefinitely. .
by you."
• •
He made his way down the street
"At what price, Mr. Moore? If
Mr and Mrs L. J. Hortin of to the post office. There was a slit Bill Bloxham is offering me anycut through the,wall so that anyone thing. It's because
he expects someAthena Ohio are guests in the might mail letters after closing
home of Dr and Mrs. J. W. Carr. hours. It was a good wide slit but thing in return. What is it?"
-"Very little. He wants Jim's murit proved to be half an inch too nar- derer
punished. and he doesn't like
Mrs Walter Taylor of Washing- row. Disappointed, he then went the way you have thrown in with
ton, D. C., is visiting her mother, around to the side of the building the men who're trying to save that
and stopped under a window.
min-derer."
Mrs E. S. Diuguid. Sr.
_ He drew his gun and 'shattered
"In other words, you want to
one of the panes. He tossed the bribe me not to interfere with the
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Jarman jewel case through the broken pane execution of a man whom I believe
,aid little son David arrived in ran across the street, and returned to be innocent."
Murray yesterday following a two to the Pacific Hotel by much the
"I'm sorry you take that attitude," Moore said stiffly. "If you
weeks vacation trip through gricrit- same route that he hachieftle
insist upon
friendly relavine, the Smokey Mountains and in
EN was down early the next dons with retaining
Warren and Hudson
•
Kinston. N C, whete they visited
morning, and entered the din- then I can't see where my Client
Rev. Jarman's parents,
ing room as soon as It was open. owes you any obligations whatJohn Paul came along soon after
ever."
"Bill Bloxham left town yesterJosie walked over to the window
them in June or July. Entomoloday." he told Ben, "Him and Ned and stood there looking out. Now
gists at the College of Agriculture Bunton wrnt out to Jim's and Bru- • for the first time.she began to won,and Home Economics. University no's mine."
der about Jim's financial affairs
of Kentucky, recommend that' a 5
"You find out things, don't you?" She knew that he would never have
John Paul grinned. "I have willingly let his brother have his
per cent solution be used on walls.
property Was it possible that Jim
baseboards and floors of closets, on ways."
"I find out things, too," Ben said, had left a will and that she was his
floors under rugs or carpets, or
and handed his friend the note he heir as much as though she had
wherever lint collects. Wool clothhad found under his door.
been his wife? She could tee no
ing, blankets and rugs can be -proJohn nu, gasped "Good Lord either reason frit Bill and his lawyer
tected for a period of several was—was they there?"
7
trying to make ep to her.
months by spraying with a 2 per"Under my mattress, But 1 aot
cent solution. Copies'
Circular rid of them last night—thanks to
To be continued
nay
unknown friend 1 addressed 'The characters ip this serial are
438, "Recommendations for Using
package
the
to
Zapp
and
threw
It
• Rentibusi
DDT." may be had from offices if
through a post office window, I only
coprezei 1542 by Frank C Robertson
farm or home agents, or trom the
college, Lexington.

Bride-To-Be Feted
At Party In Home Of
Miss Mary Sue Rose

College
Calendar

PHONE
41

A

DDT Sprays Rid
House'of Moths

I'M A'

HAS IT
as never before

EFIN

PAINTINI
general
ble price
Smith, L
Burl Ste
phone e)

Here are, a half-dozen household ideas from home economists
at the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, UnivbrsitY of
Kentucky:
1. Scalloped, potatoes are de,
licious made with unpeeled potatoes. Scrub them well. slice very
thin, then proceed in the usual
way.
2- Cheese dishes, aucti as fondue,
rarebit and puff are improved by
adding a pinch of dry mustard.
3. To protect the backs of sheer
blouses on dresses in 'hot weather.
Make a retnovable yoke or back'
lining which can be washed, then
snapped in .place...4. For sparkling mindowli, use
1 tablespoon of vinegar, washing
soda or kerosene to 2 quarts of
warm water. .
5. As a "gauge for even seams in I.
machine- stitching, place a strip of I
adhesive tape on the place of the
machine_in the desired location.
0. In a - towed salad, use tender
young leaves of spinach. You will
like both the flavor and crisp
freshness.

•

SHOP ALL 9 FLOORS
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

"Be alive on the 5th."

•

FREE CHILDREN'S TICKET

Blue Qr3ss Shots

\

!'resents

CHILDREN'S DAY
Murray, Ky.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 3
Offer reduced prices on the mentioned shows and

rides to all Children on this day — 1 'til 6 P. M. •

9c

THIS COUPON AND
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD TO ISM

THJS COUPON AND
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD To

Cs •

Kiddie Ride

Side Show

----4

courcer

AND
THIS
WILL ADMIT ONE
liCHOOL CHILD TO

9c
irwc

THIS COUPON AND Ile
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD TO TIMI

a

-Ferris Wheels
----- -

Monkey Circus

9c

9c,

THIS COUPON AND
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD TO TEM

THIS COUPON AND
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD -TO TEX

9c

THIS COUPON AND
WILL
ONE
SCHOOL CHILD TO TUE

Guidoplane

Thunderbolt

THIS COUPON AND
WILL ADMIT ONE
SCHOOL CHILD TO THE

Merry Go Round

MENU

Fun House

9c

Amin

FREE ADMISSION Through the Front Gate for Childress
With This Coupon'

HOTEL NATIONAL
Murray, KentuLky

GRAPEFRUIT. JUICE 15c

TOMATO SOUP 15c

15% OFF on this

60c

IIAM•CROQUETS
HOME FRIED POTATOES ,
GREEN BEANS
'SUMMER SQUASH
FRESH SLICED PEACHES.OR.ICE CREAM
COFFEE
TEA
SWEET OR BUTTERMILK

In ,Deviess comity, where ladino
Hobart. Wino of Simpson counclover made excellent pastures this
itirifirieneraT Terme-Fs-lave pTaci-d ty increesed trbr corn yield from 15
it at -the *top of the list of grasses. to 50 bushels, per ai.-eo by contouring his field*
,
Mason county farmere estimated
they saved 175,000 in feed when,
they killed 13.000 rats io a county-'4
wide campaign.
More than 30N) acres of fescue in
Garrard county were hareested in
June for seed. '
Thirteen famine in Compton
county 'received 555 rairold
from the State Hattnery for stocking their farm reservoirs

86c
VEAL CIMP,S
-` HOME FRIED POTATOES
GREEN BEANS
.
'SUM M ER SQUAS4
•'FRESH sficEp PEACHES ORACE CREAM COFFEE
,
TEASWEET OR BUTTERMILK

as

A. 1'

GOVT. ASSAULT
BOATS FOR
SALE

JACK -0)N. Owner'

-

MR. and MRe. THOMAS BROOKS, Managers

--\\•;\.\
•\

„amen'

BUILDERS
'Electric, Acetylene
WELDING
Master-Mix Feeds
' Grinding and Mixing i

MORGAN 44 CO.
Hazel, Ky.

4

Fits under floor out of
No basement
sight
needed!

54
Cwircuiatos heat in
nnfire hot**
you WARM FLOORS

,

Get•rid of chilly, old-type heaters .
A small payment puts this amazing
Automatic Oil Furnace in your home:
oursommer sale saves yots real rroneyl Replace your
old -type home heate• with this amazing automatic
furnace

BROOKS BUS LINE

SHROAT
BROTHERS

•

TRUCK BODY

$25 to $35

A DE APPLE PIE

Listed above is a sample of the merchants luncheon menu that is being served daily
at the National Hotel from 11:311 to lete. The also% e menu- is changed daily and same 'prices prevail. Our first thought is to give the public good meal!. excellent service at
tfriee that all can afford. Cate us a trial and sou eel be convinced Our dining room
is open fronenunday morning breakfast until after dinner Frills) night. We are here ta
serve yea with our best. We feature nothing hut fresh vegetable* daily. With years 01'
experience 'se knee box good food should tir prepared.
Do not forget our apes ial Sunday dinner served from 12:01 to 2:30 and 6:00 to 7:38 p.m.

If You Ad Before July 31

of.

- 70c":
MEAT LOAF
- 14-0-ME FRIED POTATOES
-I—CREEN BEANS •
SUMMER SQUASJI
•
PUSH SLICED PEACHES OR WE CREAM
COFFEE
'TEA
SWEE`T OR BUTTERMILK.

HOME

Coleman Floor Furnace

B

foft
ROAST BEEF HASH
HOME FRIED POTATOES
— GREEN BEANS
SUMMER SQUASH
FRESH SLICED PEACHES OR ICE CRF:AM
('OFFEE
TEA
SWEET OR BUTTERMILK

Direct Route Kentueky to Michigan
Fastest Tinse-Theu Buses
Shortest Route
All Seats Resereed — Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Servise
Daily Schedule — Iv. Merrily 11 nel rim,, Ar .Detrotj. 5:45 a.m.
Fare g10.05, without tax — Make Seat Reservaelins Early
'For Information Can
Murree' Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
_
.4.1iL
804

No expensT.ri ducts, No dirt. No ashes.

Perfect system for all sizes of 1-story inen011. fasy terms.

Regular $1 53. I,,.:
,timmer sale price $130.18

JOHNSOKAPPLIANCE COMPANY
South Side Square

•
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Tips For Housewives

MURRAY CAB COMPANY

j

Keach's
Incorporated

July 5, Mondayf.-Holiday
July 6, Tuesday—Student recital:
8:15 in the recital hall. Martha
White, string bass; Bill Day, trombone
July 7, Wednesday—Band concert"
directed by Professor Farrel, in.
front of fine arts; Campus- party
July 14, Wednesday —First term
closes
July 15, Thursday —Registration for
second term
July 16,'Friday_Classes begin.
August 21, Saturday--Second term
ends

Social Calendar

Anywhere in Murray .

191 S
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and Save Money
Services Offered

I

For Sale

FOR SALE—Ideal home,. 5 rooms,
large attic, good well, 2-Car garage,
nice garden, new stables: over 3
acres ot_ good land. Next door
,north of Hugh Gingles, KirkseY,
Ky. Reduced to $4,000.—Orvis McJy2p
Gee, owner.

PAINTING, PAPER HANGING and ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
general repair work at reasona- Service. New and used equipment.
ble price. See Burl and Basil Experienced. Money back guaranSmith, Lynn Grove, Ky., or call tee. Phone 993-J. Haz,l Highway,
Burl Smith, Harris Grove tele- one block south o
ycamore
FOR SAL& Used Wilton rug. Can
phone exchange. •
Jy3i) Street.
Jy7c
be seen after 5:00 p.m today or
Saturday afternoon. 112 Poplar. Sc

roa

GUARANTEED Permanent
Metal Weatherstripping or blown
'insulation installed by experts call
H. M. Scarborough,'1021 or 409-J.
Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Co.,
105 Gatlin Building, Murray,
Jy 17e
Ky.

DON'T
SIZZLE THRU'

ACROSS

1-Label
4--11bade tree
7-To calm
12-Lyric poem
13-Black
14-Little smiles
15-01italned
16-Musician.
16-Skills
SO-Pert. to•
Finnish language
21-Leakages
23-Prefix - thousand
37-Shred of cloth
25-Spot
30-Right away
111-111mall harDalaberd
a

/"

6

4

42

Notices

7

6

EN
MAN
IIRDM
MUM
500 'ADEt4A
200111
WOOM 0
d4-4Ugla'gl

*
4
1 11-014W am4.6
•

DOWN

ii

9

/7

it,

if

7/3

4

ROM Pqn9 1QQ

,e4

,3

I

DINNER THE

PUZZLE

34-VIctor at
Trafalgar
36-Period of time
37-Obscure
39-Hold a session
40-What English
Judges wear
42-Motions of hands
46-Pat
46-Two-part song
49-Inh&Ung
63-To weep
54-Place of deposit
for goods
55-Man's name
66-Sesame
57-Informed
14-Conducted
119.-To observe
G

A I0
--

LVAH

GALLOWAT

SAWMILL

in Almd: All kinds
_ .11.341.p
'of luMber for sale.
-.now located
now-

../".;

27
•

EAT IN COOL COMFORT.L...-

WE• SPECIALIZ& In COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
,Rudy's Restaurant..

35
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it

6

/9 V
oc,./ 50
35
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47
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5,/

Day & Nile Lunch

2`.2

,,,,, 31

4,q

at the

0,41

56 /74 b9
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FOURTH

l ing Yankees.
some respece
"Of course, there's always the
Since 1922, as a Mater of fact,
So they got Schreibes—and the chance that one of the boys will
when the Brooklyn Dodgers signed Yanks won ,the pennant.
tee off and hit me and end it all,"
him up at Jacksonville, Fla., sandPaul 'xot a halt share or the he acknowledged. "It's dangerous,
lot. He spent the next two. seasons series spoils for his work and did sure. You can't face those Red Sox
with the Dodgers but in mid-1924 right well down through the years every day and get by without
reached the end competitor.as
of his - major leathe Bronx bombers continued some artful doging."
gue career as a
to hit the jackpot.
doing
mie
oorn
still
other dp
oitteter
"Something snapped in my arm.
So. at 45. Paul, the hard-luck work
S k htelsanany
and that was that," he recalled,
guy with the arm which wept bad, the staff ecen though he never
The genial fellow spent the next still is around the majors.—with gets in the box score. And, while
three' years at Springfield trying nothing but control and a glove, he's getting his lumps happily, he
to come back and then gave up the
"I take a lot of ribbing but predicts those Bosox batters will
game for four year
that's all right with me," he grin- be handing them out to rival
"I had only about half as much ned. "I'm the kind of pitcher who pitchers soon with a frequency
stuff as I've got now," he laughed, gets a kick out of them pelting which will mean a pennant and
the ball a mile;
':and that isn't very much."
another slice for Schreiber.
In 1930, Schreiber tried • again
ommairmsommesseumemumenmsmariesesmismlimmweeimimmwlemalme.„,,
with Allentown and in 1932 was
with Easton when his luck soured
again. The Eastern league broke
u. and once more Paul was out
of organized baseball. So he turned to semi-pro ball and was pitching with the bushwicks in 1937
when McCarthy decided he needed
--fortieflee 'pitcher with
needle eye control for .the slump-

AlisiVER TO PREVIOUS pulEk•

CROSSWORD

6le
Gc

G2
-,
MOMa 1.141,4•1041 111.1110.10. Ira.

1-Roman capes
3-Te worship
3-Improving
4-Fuss
5-To more
shoulders
(1-Etnbrated
7-Vedic god of
the altar fire
11-Clay block
9-Sloths
10-21tIgli explosive
41-8-shaped worm
17-Mslicious
burning
19-Bridge
22-Old
24-Teaches
35--Oambling game
26-To possess
29-To try
31-To stitch
32-Hawaiian dish
33-Carnivorous
animal
75-T6 Orars•
3$-Middle
4I-Deep sleep
43-Intelligence
64-Spooky
45-Fashion
47-To nip
49 -Girl's name
SO -Recent
51-Rtaort
$2-To wander about

r

arateed

REBU-11.T_MOTORS

• FORD VS--mmi400 hp.—A-Model
• CHEVROLET r- 1933 to 1941

• PLYMOUTH and DODGE — 1934 to 1941
Flying ants may be terfnites —
possibly in your home, A FREE
TERMINIX INS
ION will
give you accurgt4 information on
the exten;er ermita damage in
your pro ty. Don't delay, call
today!zy

Johnson's Grocery
STAPLE GOODS

3

FRESii FRUITS, VEGETABLES

id

and MEAT

•

)c

TELEPHONE 293

III

)c

CONCORD ROAD

!it:

WE DELIVER

)c
IL

)c
It

SPILLMAN GROVE

FEET—Durng a moment that was both
tense and tiring, this shoeless young lady nibbled at
the trunk of a GOP elephant while Republican
'Convention delegates were
acclaiming Gov. Thomas
?, Dewey as their 1948
standard bearer.

NEW YORK, July 2 (1,713)—Nobody knows the latent power of
a big league team better than its
practice pitcher. so the American
league might take notice. today
from Paul Schreiber, who serves
them up for the Red Sox' wannup,
that the Bostons finally are ready
to move.
Schreiber is the tall, bur gent
who got Yankee batting ,eyes keen
nough to win all trio& pennants
in the last decade. Currently he is
Lack with his old boss, Joe McCarthy, getting his brains knocked
out every day—and he loves it
'We
rough sailing for awhile
bu).-now we are starting to roll:"

These motors are completely rebuilt in our shop
and are fully guaranteed against any fault in workmanship or parts, New parts are used througout.

PAIJIW.AY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR RALEY
United Press Sports writer

Carried in stock for immediate delivery

Schreiber insisted despite the. loss
of a three-game series to the
Yanks "The boys are really hitting
the ball. The funny thing is that
we beat the good pitchers who
go against us—and then lose 'a
the lesser known pitchers It's a
strange situation"
The Yankee series bore out
Paul's point. The Bosox lost. to
Ed Lopat and Dutch Hiller, but
kayoed big Vic Raschi, who had
loot only one game and won nine
in a row to become re ace of the
Yankee staff
Schreiber still thinks that the
Red Sox will be up in there battling for the pennant when they
come down the stretch In $ep•
tember. And he has been around
baseball long enough to merit

Authorised Rapresemilailm•d.
Ohio Valley Ten:wigs GAP.

MITCHELL
_..
MACHINE SHOP
'
-

""-

11

.
Nt.‘Ct

As Adverthitsid MeNTIN.POW'

TERM INIX

Paducah, Ky.

3rd and Monroe Sta.

Phone 402

WORLD.S.1.ARGESI Ira TERMI1LCONIR,

McCUISTON'S
Auto Electric

RECEIPT BOOKS

PHONE I038-J

4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

Murray, Ky. RFD 5
Motor Tuneup, Starters,
Generators, Carburetors,
Magnetos and Rebuilt
Motors .

1

CONVENTION

Double-Header

NANCY
ARE YOU
TWO BOYS
FIGHTING
AGAIN?

By Ernie Buslintiller

DAT ;
YES---WE HAVE
WASP*A FIGHT EVERY
QUITE
DAY ---WE HATE
A FIGHT
EACH OTHER
-.) TODAY

BY THE WAY,
I'M GOING OUT
OF TOWN
TOMORROW

C7

THEN WE'LL WE CAN'T
MISS OUR
LET
DAILY
THAT
FIGHT
HAPPEN

S TAKES CARE
OF TOMORROW

e-,111110.
PURCHASE PICNIC GROUNDS
U. S. Route 45
4 Miles North of Mayfield

1HAYS & FIELDER
16th and Main

MONDAY, JULY Pk

• QUALITY FOODS

Continuous from 10:00 A. M. to 5:00 P.M.
Admission: 30c and 60c (Tax Incl.)
f
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Refrigerated FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

PO CM

.•-•••••••

WI,

1-2

JUL I'

L

,\4A

-Flaavvax- aes.isrAeaw lasaarfte-.

OPEN UNTIL 7:00 P. M.
No Way to Turn

ABBIE an' SLATS

SPRM
BOOMS

DIREST FROM
HOLLYWOOD

•

By Raebinrn Van Buren

THAT'S WHY I CAME TO YOU, CHLOE-S WHAT
BLESS MY SOUL-THAT'
YOUNG MAN!!!OH-THIS IS AGAINST BECAUSE HE IS HERE-BY ACCIDENTAND HE CAN'T GE't
THE RULES::: IF YOUR
OUT.'!: AUNT JO
AUNT FINDS OUT,
MUSTN'T KNOW-DEAR-NIES,

IT IS-A

for applying

in

fitf
YOU PICK ANY GIRL
AT RAI40011 -AND
A./00 HER YOUR %ME!
-THEN 0,LAZONGA,

Salmi/Qs/
-STRI NG
BANDS IS

NY

Torilau:SlikESTUN6

Cut your application costs at least
'75%1 Spray up to 125 acres a day
—use only 3 to 10 gallons of spray
per acre! Low-gallonage booms
fit easily on any tractor, Jeep.

.INS by

.11•••••• Timken, Nos
04.-4A

By Al Capp

Next ! !

LIIT. ABNER

D.18

NO.? NO.? ILL
YOU MUST HELP
ME, CHLOE::: YOU'RE HAVE NOTHING
THE ONLY ONE BE- TO DO WITH
HIND THE WALL I
THIS::: YOUR
AUNT JO HAS
CAN TURN TO"
BEEN MIGHTY
GOOD TO ME
AND MINE--

wiLL WOO
SAFIL
IDCWICAL GIRLDOS.M.TCM STYLL7
WtWILL SEE WHAT

THIS
YO'
LUCKY
DAY/
-AN
PICKS

giro?

PS5T!
AN'LL
C.IYE
'o'
YO

SHECKSI
AWLS.

GIVE.
YO'ISO
YO t ON
LAZONGAI

DON'T
CROWD.
FOLKS!

LOOK V
INTO NAM 4
t.Ystt

14ATCHERLY! TOP
AH
L.OVILS THET LAZONCAP
ARILS

YO'f:

ON
LAZOPUSA:

‘4E. WILL SEE.

trailer.

Taylor
Implement - Co.
4th and Poplar St.

Phone 800

dosees

1111•111/1•1,--

dlt
,
NrurseCIIWZIMIllietle mr111.11.111111.1•11:1111.sma

Ppm.
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ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

DR W. H. ABERNATHY
HIROPRACTIC HEALTH
107 North Fourth Strset

`STILL -THE

CENTER
Phone 600

For All Kinds Of
FRESH CAKE, PIES, BREAD and ROLLS
PHONE 79
JOHN L. LONG

BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN"
Phone 130

TIFIURMAN, Owner and Mgr.

1:16L1M

DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Call LONG'S BAKERY

Night 877-J

KELVINATOR

KROEHLER

North Highway in Front

WOODS FLORIST

ADAMS BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

WHEN IN

For BETTER SHOES

\

NATURALIZE': ?inti •FORF-`-4T l'ARK
West Side

of Riiikman's Grocery

AND GIFTS

Avenue

Bi
In
'01

e Moi
To
Hei

PHONE 323
Z.

CALLING ALL MOTHERS
— tti

Your Building Needs Are Hard On Your Hands

100 to 112 \-rth Railroad
PHONE 1068

•

THE PRICES DOWN"

—

:

Phone 482

East Main Street

"RIDE WITH THE MAN WHO KEPT

Phone 188-J

HIGH QUALITY

ALWAYS UNDER THE MARKET

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

PHONE 41

PARKERS FOOD MARKET

But Easy On Your Purse

Unit/

MURRAY CAB COMPANY

NEED OF FLOWERS

500 North Fourth Street

Square

FITTS-----CONCRETg.-BLOCKS,— FITTS

•

6
'

PHONE 36

DRAPER & DARWIN

and VEGETABLES
Oranges from California, Grapefruit from Texas,
Apples from Washington

"ANYTHING ELECTRIC"

THE MARY RUSSELL SHOP

LOW PRICES

COURTEOUS SERVICE

CHILDREN'S WEAR

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

INFANTS TO TEN YEARS

Millie
annual
vacattot
authotat
d
biggest

HATCHETT'S SELF SERVICE
GROCERY
QUALITY MEATS and GROCERIES'

The
rt7
"
;
dieted

1214 West Main

and th4
traffic
day ho
ea
died ac
.
five b)
mseel
iki

PHONE 375

Calloway County Soil Improvement Assn..
"THE FARMERS CO-OP"

Attend A Church Of Your Choice Sunday

Farm Supplies,. Home
Ea-1 M...

Appliances
Phom.- 2117

and friends

men and

Sunday; The

women pray

doors of the

together for

Church are

the eternal

CH1G CARRAWAY

open to

continuance

GULF SERVICE

welcome you

V.

Phone 9117

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.
DEPOT STREET
M urtiQ . 1...

H. E. JENKINS
PLUMBING

:

HEATING

:

SHEET METAL

HOTPOINT ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
TELEPHONE 406-J — Residence 498-R

the het
The
many
ways
Sunda
:y5.
• 7

PETE'S AUTO PARTS

of a world

OFF
NEV
PRF

PHONE 783

within ... and

at Peace,

embrace you

and

on each

brotherhood

glorious day

of all men

of sacred

united by

worship.

God

tirray, Kent tic ky

HUTCHENS' PIT BARBECUE
SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS
SOFT DRINKS
Ice Cream in Packages to Carry Out
1408 West Main Street
4

WH1TEWAY SERVICE STATION

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Texaco Products

GOTO CHURCH SUNDAY

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL COMPANY.

HOLLIS APPLIANCE COMPANY
WHERE

()p!-! .\U
Sixth and Main Streets

Phone .114

vious
The
and v.ta
nation,
some s
high. ha
midwes
W
for the
rth
o,e
i
roic
enough

world over,

RICKMAN GROCERY
Ample Parking Space

facials

Phone 655-J

Church the

A Large Selection of Clean Cars

600 MAIN STREET

eCIU

Five Points

ALWAYS

Phonh150

rt: inonogn
li
raAirlir

to Us

In every

your family

LAWRENCE USED CARS.
"Home of Guaranteed Used Cars"

Murray.

travel.
ore p
t
mBec

Bring Your Proctor & Gamble Coupons

Attend Church
Services with

-

• 201- Ma pit.

A & H GROCERY
FRESH VEGETABLES and QUALITY FOODS

_ Qtssiktir Seeds, Feeds, Fertilizers

•

APPLIANCES ARE A BUSINESk—
NOT A SIDELINE

502 Maple

For Economy Shop At
•

•

Phone 646

LERMAN BROTHERS
FIFTH and MAIN

•

FIFTEENTH and MAIN

•

PHONE 9124

R. M. Miller Seed and Popcorn Plant
SEEDS
We Specialise in Seed Cleaning
East Main Street..at Railroad
Phone 876
• P. O. Box 527

An
..gg•

•01•04

TABERS BODY REPAIR SHOP
PA I NTING : MELDING : REPAIRING

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY
Wholesale Grocers
PHONE 123

MURRAY GAS & APPLIANCE CO.

—

STREET Prices You Can Afford To Pay
PHONE 1073

Night Phone 678-R

meck
coma
1
Arab
ports
prep;

PARKER MOTORS

1212 MAIN

North Twelfth and Chestnut Streets
Day ?hone 678-J

,4

WA:
A Mat
figcl to
new
month
He
bureat
clearly
contin
. They
dex
comm,
week
avera$
post w.
cent
point
o
No
recorc
week
of HE

ml

Dealers in
GRAIN and QUALITY FIELD

-

•

•ef

Hardware, Furniture, Plumbing Supplies

FRESH FRUITS

From the Kitchen to the Parlor

Phone 879

A. B. BEALE & SON

4

ALL STATE FRUIT STAND

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.

Across FrOm-Pcm_st_Office

kAt

NASH SALES and

SERVICE

29-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

Day 373 — PHONES — Nite 5615-.)
posal
it wt.

MURRAY MARBLE & GRANITE WKS.

ROBERTS GROCERY

of
FINE, MEMORIALS
Street
Builder/4

SYCAMORE qnd SOUTH NINTH STREETS
•
CALL 874 FOR DELIVERY

East Maple

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL and
ICE COMPANY

Phone 121

Phone 64
See Our Modern Ice Refrigerators

•

T

T 01"

ANDERSON CLEANERS
FREE PICK UP and DELIVERY SERVICE,
Phone

me

98

16011 WEST MAIN,
Good Quality Grotteries. Meats. Produce Ptent• of Shady. Parking.
Priers Right Everv Hay in the Week
finning Hours: 710 P. M. Weektv : 9 00 P 4. Saturday
WILIWAIN FARRIS

mani
ters
losal
teles

THE BUS STATION *CAFE
NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

and

Murray Appliance Company
Your Business Is Appreciated
M. G. RICHARDSON, Owner

Eli

GROCERIES — VEGETABLES — MEATS
GAS and OIL
FISHING TACKLE — MINNOWS
520 South Fourth
Phone 760

SELF WASHINGETTE SERVICE

WHITE HOUSE GROCERY

Quality Has No Substitute
1602 West Olive Street

RE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

MASON'S GROCERY

Emit('
_days
troll

YOUR PATRONAGE WILL BE APPRECIAT
ED
DANNY SEXTON

—
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